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Abstract: 
This paper studied the views of people on introduction of cashless economy in India .The study 
was conducted in Delhi region & data was collected with the help of structured questionnaire and 
analyzed using simple percentage method. Responses from respondents shows that cashless economy will 
help in curbing black money, counterfeit’s fake currency, fighting against terrorism, reduce cash related 
robbery, helps in improving economic growth of our country. Major challenges that can hinder the 
implementation of the policy are cyber fraud, High illiteracy rate, attitude of people, lack of transparency 
& efficiency in digital payment system. The study shows that the introduction of cashless economy in 
India can be seen as a step in right direction. It helps in growth and development of economy in India.  
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Introduction: 
Cashless economy is a monetary framework in which exchanges are not done 
transcendently in return for genuine money. It doesn't allude to a by and large nonattendance of 
trade exchanges out the financial setting yet one in which the measure of money based 
exchanges are kept to the barest least. A cashless economy or an e-installment framework is 
where there is nearly nothing or low trade stream out a given society, which means accordingly, 
exchanges will be made by electronic channels like charge cards, electronic assets exchange, 
portable installments, multi-utilitarian ATMs, and web saving money. The economy runs for the 
most part on plastic or computerized cash and in this way with negligible trade or cash out paper 
frame. At the end of the day, it alludes to the far reaching use of PC innovation in the money 
related framework. It is intended to breakdown the conventional hindrances ruining money 
related consideration of a large number of Indians and bring minimal effort, secure and helpful 
budgetary administrations to urban, semi-urban and provincial zones the nation over. By and by, 
cashless economy is characterized as one in which there are thought to be no exchanges contacts 
that can be decreased using cash adjusts, and that as needs be give motivation to holding such 
adjusts notwithstanding when they gain rate of return. It isn't the total nonappearance of money 
yet it is an installment framework that is secure, advantageous, and moderate. It is a financial 
framework in which merchandise and ventures are purchased and paid for through electronic 
media. 
 Research Design: 
The present Research is combination of Survey Research and Descriptive Research. 
Information required is collected from Primary and Secondary Sources. 
Methods of Data Collection: 
The present research is mainly based on the relevant information derived from Primary 
and Secondary Sources. 100 respondents are selected for the present study. The questionnaires 
are administered to collect the necessary information from the respondents selected. After 
collection of the relevant information from respondents it is analyzed by using various statistical 
tools and presented by using tables and graphs. Information required is collected by using 
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various secondary sources such as reference books, Journals, Newspapers, Websites, Articles, 
Dissertations, Theses etc. 
 
Research Objectives: 
1. To understand the meaning and concept of cashless economy. 
2. To study the benefits of cashless economy to India. 
3. To find out various challenges in implementing cashless system in the Economy. 
4. To suggest some ways to overcome from these challenges. 
Meaning & Definition of Cashless Economy: 
Cashless Economy can be characterized as a circumstance in which the stream of money 
inside an economy is non-existent and all exchanges must be through electronic channels, for 
example, coordinate charge, MasterCard, check cards, electronic clearing, and installment 
frameworks, for example, Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), National Electronic Funds 
Transfer (NEFT) and Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) in India.  
In a cashless economy a large portion of the exchange will be finished by computerized 
implies like e keeping money, charge and MasterCard, PoS (purpose of offers) machines, 
advanced wallets and so on. In more straightforward words no fluid cash or paper money will be 
utilized by the general population in a given nation. In a cashless economy the outsider will be in 
control of your cash. He will enable you to execute that cash at whatever point it is required. In 
the event that it isn't required then the outsider can utilize that cash. Outsider can be an 
administration or some other open or private division bank. 
Benefits of Cashless Economy  
1. Quicker exchanges It has been demonstrated that lining at purpose of offer terminals and 
candy machines is significantly diminished; ordinarily three times more individuals can be 
served utilizing a cashless framework than could have been whether they were paying 
money. This leaves representatives more opportunity to make the most of their break. 
Enhancing the speed of administration may likewise offer the advantage of decreasing staff 
levels at off pinnacle times. 
2. Incite settlement of exchanges E-managing an account accelerates the settlement of 
exchanges both locally and globally, where the bank remains as paying bank to the clients for 
settlement of exchange or as gathering bank for accumulation of installment on exchanges. 
3. Accommodation and Lower chance The simplicity of leading monetary exchanges is most 
likely the greatest spark to go computerized. There will be no compelling reason to convey 
money, plastic cards, or even line up for ATM withdrawals. It is anything but difficult to 
obstruct a charge card or versatile wallet remotely on the off chance that it has been stolen. 
Yet, it's difficult to recover the stolen money. 
4. Tax collection There is lesser extent of concealing pay and sidestepping tax collection as a 
result of lesser accessibility of hard money at homes and more in banks. At the point when 
there are more citizens, it at last prompts a lesser rate of tax assessment for the entirety. 
5. Straightforwardness and responsibility Electronic exchanges or plastic cash dependably 
leaves computerized evidence valuable for both the citizen (buyer) and the expense authority 
(government) and consequently makes the framework considerably more straightforward and 
agreeable. 
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6. Diminished Maintenance Costs Computerized exchange is an aid regarding handling 
expenses and holding up time. In the event that executed appropriately, it will build the 
utilization and creation rates, along these lines enhancing the economy. In addition, the 
coordination and production network of money is costing the exchequer a fortune. The 
measure of cash required in printing money, its stockpiling, transportation, appropriation and 
identifying fake cash is gigantic. 
Challenges of Cashless Policy in India 
1. Digital Literacy : The greater part of the country still does not know how to utilize a PC. 
Individuals in provincial zones still don't think about PDA. Additionally, there is absence of 
web offices and without it a nation can't wind up plainly cashless. There are as yet numerous 
provincial and urban regions where there the entrance of having 2G organize is exceptionally 
troublesome.  
In addition, the cost of Internet get to is high when contrasted with created nations.  
2. Few Banks in towns: The capital city New Delhi alone has around 20 HDFC bank offices. 
There are a few towns and tehsils that don't have one. Increasingly the banks, progressively 
the trade stores out records. Banks in towns ought to be useful in instructing the inhabitants 
the procedure, use and advantages of plastic cards.  
3. Low Literacy Rate: Low proficiency rate thwarts the availability of managing an account 
administration. Nationals ought to know how to peruse and compose as well as have 
fundamental ICT proficiency to completely appreciate the advantages of e-installments.  
4. Language Barrier : Web is an English based stage. The points of interest on the plastic card 
are additionally in English. The message got on portable with respect to exchange is 
additionally in English. Along these lines, it is required to utilize different dialects with 
respect to these procedures or make everybody learn English.  
5. Costly Swipe Machines: Swipe machines are likewise not endowment free. It must be 
managed by rich businesspeople. It can't be normal from an auto driver or an ordinary basic 
supply vender to manage the cost of swipe card machines. Also, numerous road merchants, 
retailers don't know how to utilize swipe machines. 
 
Data Analysis and Interpretation: The primary data which was collected from the 100 
respondents has been presented and interpreted in the following manner: 
          Table No. 1: Perceived Benefits of the Cashless Economy. 
Parameters 
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 Reduce risk of fake 
currency 
35 35 9 5 3 87 355 4.1 A 
 Prevent money laundering 20 28 17 10 12 87 295 3.3 A 
 Reduce corruption 13 23 19 19 13 87 265 3.0 UD 
 Stimulate economic growth 18 31 25 9 4 87 311 3.5 A 
Total 86 117 70 43 32 348 1226 3.5 A 
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Percentage 24.7 33.6 20.1 12.3 9.19 100    
Valid % 24.7 33.6 20.1 12.3 9.19 100    
Cumulative % 24.7 58.3 78.4 90.8 100     
Graph No. 1 Below presents the Perceived Benefits of the cashless economy. 
 
 
The above Table and Graph No. 1 shows that, the first statement has the Mean Value of 4.08. 
Besides, 3.39 is the mean value of second statement. The third statement has the mean value of 
3.04. The last statement has the mean value of 3.57. The mean values of all statements are 3.52. 
Table No. 2 below present’s perceived challenge’s with the cashless economy. 
Parameter 
5 4 3 2 1 
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Cyber Crime 17 38 18 11 3 87 316 3.63 A 
Literacy required 17 33 23 10 4 87 310 3.56 A 
Transparency & 
Efficiency  
27 26 15 14 5 87 317 3.64 A 
Increase in Internet 
fraud 
22 30 21 10 4 87 317 3.64 A 
Total 83 127 77 45 16 348 1260 3.62 A 
Percentage 23.85 36.49 22.12 12.93 4.59 100    
Valid % 23.85 36.49 22.12 12.93 4.59 100    
Cumulative % 23.85 60.34 82.46 95.39 100     
 
                  Graph No. 2 : Perceived challenge’s with the cashless economy. 
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The above Table and Graph No. 1 shows that, the first statement has the Mean Value of 4.08. 
Besides, 3.39 is the mean value of second statement. The third statement has the mean value of 
3.04. The last statement has the mean value of 3.57. The mean values of all statements are 3.52. 
Conclusion 
From the above analysis it also appears that many people actually agree with the 
government on the usefulness of cashless economy as it helps to fight against terrorism, 
corruption, money laundering but one biggest problem in the working of cashless economy in 
India is cybercrime and illegal access to primary data. Therefore it’s important to strengthen 
Internet Security from protection against online fraud. Large number of population is still below 
literacy rate living in rural areas .For smooth implementation of cash less system in India, the 
following measures are recommended Government have to bring transparency and efficiency in 
epayment system, strategies used by government and RBI to encourage cashless transactions by 
licensing payment banks, promoting mobile wallets and withdrawing service charge on cards and 
digital payments. A financial literacy campaign should be conducted by government time to time 
to make population aware of benefits of electronic payments. 
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